
4 Continuous motion 
In this final Section of the Unit, I want to review the main topics of 
position and displacement in mechanisms and also look forward to future 
parts of the course which deal with the study of the motion of objects. 
Position diagrams allow us to depict the positions and displacements of 
various points or links in a mechanism. Position diagrams give, in effect, a 
sequence of snapshots of the mechanism at distinct and separate instants 
of its motion. If we were ahk to Wick through' these snapshots in sequence, 
we would get the impression of the movement of the links in exactly the 
same way as a cinb projector Ricks through the individual frames of a cin.4 
film. The smaller the spacing of the time intervals between 'shots', the 
smoother or more continuous the motion will appear. It seems a logical 
step, therefore, to make the transition from the discrete intervals between 
successive positions of the mechanism to the continuous motion of the 
mechanism. 

Velocity is the time rate of change of position. Common units of velocity rrLcig 
are metres per second (m S-') for linear velocity and radians per second 
(S-') for angular velocity. 

Velocity is a vector quantity. In other words a velocity is not just an 
expression of magnitude but denotes the direction and sense of motion as 
well. The velocity of an object, like its position, is defined at a certain 
instant of time. The magnitude of velocity is called speed. So velocity 
comprises the speed and direction. A change in speed, or direction, or 
both, is a change in velocity. 

The concept of constant velocity is easier to deal with initially since it 
implies that an object changes its position by equal displacements in 
successive equal intervals of time. 

Thus if a point on an object is moving with a constant linear velocity 
its magnitude may be determined by measuring its linear displacement 
s in a given time t. Then 

The symbol I will be used to denote the linear velocity of a point, so v (the * nlr%l 
magnitude) is the speed of the point. 

For example, in Figure 48 a milkfloat P travels 8 m from A to B in 
2 seconds, and 8 m from B to C in 2 seconds. The linear velocity of point P 
may be considered constant and equal to 
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Figure 48 

Question: The above examples refer to a point moving along a straight- 
line path. Can a point moving along a curved path have a 
constant linear velocity? 

Answer: No, because the direction of the linear velocity is continually 
changing. 



In the rotational case the angular velocity is defined by rate of change of 
angular displacement with time together with the directional sense. The 
symbol o (omega) is usually used to denote angular speed. If a line on the 
body has an angular displacement of B radians in a time t seconds, and the 
anguar velocity is constant, then theangular speed in radians per second is 
given by 

\ I The direction of angular velocity relates to clockface orientation. 
R W- For example, in Figure 49 a line AB on a rotating body is turning 

- anticlockwise through an angle of 45" (x/4 rad) every 2 seconds. The 
angular velocity of the line is constant and equal to: 

A 

Figure 49 
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Notice the convention 3 to indicate an anticlockwise rotation. 

Question: (a) A body has a constant linear velocity of 0.2 m S- '  +. How 
far does it travel in 15 seconds? 

(b) The wheel of a bicycle has a constant angular velocity of 
12 rad S - ' >  (clockwise). What is its angular velocity in 
revolutions per minute? 

Answer: (a) 3 m -, (b) 115 revlmin 3 

It might have struck you as curious that I should specify angular velocity 
in terms of clockwise or anticlockwise rotations. Surely it depends on 
which side of the rotatlng body you are standing? There is a way to give an 
unambiguous 'direction' for angular velocity which is explained in Appen- 
dix I .  However, since we shall rarely need to use this 'direction', we shall 
stick to > and 3 and trust that no one tries to read the symbols from the 
opposite side of the paper! 

I said that in constant velocity motion a body moves through equal 
displacements in successive equal intervals of time. We can show this 
pictorially in the form of a graph of displacement versus time. Figure 50 
shows that for constant velocity motion the displacement-time graph will 
be a straight line, in this case starting from zero displacement at time t = 0. 
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Figure 50 D i s p l m m l - l i m e  graph for c o n s m  velocity 

Question: How would you calculate the magnitude of velocity from such 
graphs? 



Figure S4 shows the displacement curve for the slider E of the Whitworth 
quick-return mechanism (shown l&). 

The direction of motion is along the baseline CE, moving to the right 
between 8 = 0 and 240" (working stroke) and moving to the l& between 
6 = 240" and 360" (quick-return stroke). 

If the crank is driven at a constant angular velocity of 20 rev/min clock- 
wise, or one revolution every 3 seconds, we can replace the crank angular 
displacement axis by a time axis as shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 54 Linear displacement ~ w f o r  slider E 
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Figure 55 Linem d i s p / a c ~ n I - t i ~ ~  curvefor slider E 



Answer: By measuring the slope of the line, that is, s/t or Olt. 

SAQ 13 

Figure 51 shows the linear displacement-time graphs for five different 
bodies: A, B, C, D and E. 

(a) Which have constant linear velocity? 
(b) Of the two bodies A and B, which has the higher linear velocity? 

(c) What is the velocity of body C after 5 seconds? 
(d) How would you interpret the motion of body D? 

(e) What is happening at instant P on the graph for body E? 
Figure 51 Displacement-time graphs 

/or various bodies 
Another way of showing the motion of an object pictorially is to draw a 
velocity-time graph. Figure 52(a) shows the graph for a body moving with 
constant linear velocity. 

Figure 52 

How would you calculate the displacement of the body from such a graph? 

You should notice that the area beneath the constant velocity line for 
a time interval t seconds is a rectangle, of height v and base length t 
(Figure 52b). Hence the area is equal to v X t, which equals the displace- 
ment s of the object during the time interval t. 

Question: Figure 53  shows the angular velocity-time graphs for the 
minute hand of two different makes of watch. Which keeps the 
better time? 

Figure 53 Angular velocity-time graph 

Answer: Watch A. 

The best way to get a feel for velocity is to follow the motion of a particular 
body by plotting its change of position with time. We have done this 
already for a number of bodies (links) in the form of displacement curves 
in Section 2. 



Notice that the workkg stroke takes 2 seconds but the quick-return stroke 
takes 1 second, an example of mechanism design which saves a lot of time 
in a production environment. 

So what is the linear velocity of the slider? In the first second it has moved 
175 mm; in second 2 it has moved a further 225 mm; in the third second it 
has reversed back a full 400 mm. 

So the linear velocity varies throughout the cycle of the mechanism. If we 
want to find the velocity at any instant, we must consider a very small 
displacement 6s and the corresponding small time interval 6t which is 
required to travel this distance: Figure 56 shows how this process is 
represented on a displacement curve. 

As we make 6t smaller and smaller (approaching zero), the value of the 
ratio &/at will approach a constant value, that is, the instantaneous speed 
at A. 

6s "=- 
6t 

as 6t approaches zero 

- ds -- 
dt 

in calculus terms 

=slope of the linear displacement curve at A. 

Aimilarly the instantaneous angular speed 

60 
a=- 

6t 
as 6t approaches zero 

- d0 - - in calculus terms 
dt 

=slope of the angular displacement curve. 

westion: In the working stroke of Figure 55, where does the slider 
achieve its peak Linear velocity? 

Answer: At P, where the slope is at a maximum. 

Question: At what points on the curve of Figure 55 is the slope zero? 

Answer: 0 (Z) and S, that is at the two ends of the stroke. 

Question: Put the linear velocities of the slider at K, N and R in ascending 
order of magnitude. 

Answer: Velocity at K c velocity at R c velocity at N. 

Question: At what point in the quick-return stroke does the slider achieve 
its peak linear velocity? 

Answer: At W, where the slope is at a maximum. 

Question: At what points on the curve is the slope changing rapidly? 

Answer: 0 (Z) and S, i.e. at the two ends of the stroke. 
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Figure 56 Linear velocity at instant A 

'The Greek letter S (delta) is commonly used to denote a small inorement of, or a 
small change in, any quantity. We will later use A (upper case delta) to denote a 
substantial change. 



It would seem that the points where the velocity uf the slider is zero 
(momentarily) also correspond to the points where the change of velocity 
is large. This is a common feature of reciprocating motion where there is a 
complete reversal in the direction of motion at each end of the stroke. Note 
that it is common to have large changes in velocity, when thevelocity itself 
is small, or even zero. 

Now suppose we wish to determine the value of the linear velocity of the 
slider at any instant during its motion. This requires that we measure the 
slope of the displacement curve at any point. We can find this directly from 
the curve by drawing a tangent to the curve at the point of interest. This 
technique of finding the rate of change of a quantity by drawing tangents 
to measure slopes on a curve IS called graphical differentiation. The correct 
position of the tangent to a curve at a point may be found by placing a 
straight edge on the curve and finding by eye alone the position when the 
straight edge just touches the curve at the point but does not cut into it. 
The eye is fairly trustworthy in this regard but a simple mechanical aid 
using a mirror is worthy of mention (described in Appendix 2). 

Once the tangent is drawn as shown in Flgure 57, we build a right-angled 
triangle with the tangent as hypotenuse. The height of the triangle will be 
As and the base the corresponding At. The Instantaneous velocity will then 
be given by the slope &/At. 

displacement curve 
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Figure 57 

What is the linear velocity of the slider at the instant R on Figure 55? 

Figure 58 shows my attempt at drawing the tangent at R and the right- 
angled triangle constructed to give the slope: 

I have also measured the slopes at all the marked points on Figure 58, and 
plotted the results in the form of a velocity curve for the slider as shown in 
Figure 59. The velocity curve for a point or link on a mechanism can thus 
be constructed directly from the displacement curve by graphical 
differentiation. 

With reference to my chosen co-ordinate axes (not shown), the positive 
values of the velocity in Flgure 59 lndlcate that the slider is travelling to the 
right (working stroke). The negative values of the velocity indicate that 
the slider is moving to the left (quick-return stroke). You should take 
some time to study the relationships between the shapes of the curves in 
Figures 58 and 59, particularly at points 0, P, S, W and Z. 

* I  could have written 0.191 m S-', but I doubt that my drawing accuracy is better 
than two slgmficant figures. 
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Figure 58 Line* d b p l a c m m  curue 

Figure 59 Linear wloeify cwve 

Figure 60 shows the displacement curve for the slider of a slider-crank 
mechanism. What is the linear velocity of the slider at the instant N 
marked on the curve? 

Figure M) Linear displacement curwfor a slider o f a  slider-crank mechanism 



Figure 61 shows the displacement and velocity curves for three different 
moving objects. Match the velocity curves to their corresponding displace- 
ment curves. 

Ibl 
Figure 61 Displacement and uelociry curves 

velocity curve 

If we were given the velocity curve for a point or link on a mechanism, 
could we generate the corresponding displacement curve? This will involve 
finding the area under the velocity curve (Figure 62). 

One method is to divide the area as far as possible into rectangles and add 
the areas of these. Figure 63 shows a velocity curve subdivided into three 
rectangles. 

Figure 62 1 

Figure 63 Area under uelociry curve 

The method requires that for each portion of the curve, a rectangle is 
constructed with an area equivalent to the area under that portion of the 
curve. For example, the area abfe in Figure 63 is substituted by mnfe. The 
height of the equivalent rectangle is established at such a level that the 
small area mka appears, by eye, to be equal to the area bkn. 

The area of the first rectangle is me X ef which equals the magnitude of the 
average linear velocity U, in the first time interval multiplied by the first 
time interval S t , .  This area approximately equals the displacement S, at 
the end of time S t , .  



In the same manner, the area of the second rectangle is pf X fg which 
equals the magnitude of the displacement S, (=v,6t2) during the time St,. 
The total displacement at the end of these two time intervals will equal the 
sum of the displacements (vlStl + v,St,). Similarly for the third, fourth and 
further rectangles. By choosing smaller and smaller values for the time 
increments St. the accuracy of the approximation is improved. This 
operation of finding the area under a curve, by summing a number of 
smaller areas by drawing, is called graphical integration. 

Thus the total linear displacement s over a time 7 is given by: 

s = sum of products v St 
(written Z v St) as St approaches zero 

= i ' v dt m calculus terms 

=area under the linear velocity curve over the time 7. 

(Note that we use the Greek letter tau, 7, for the limit of integration to 
distinguish it from the variable t.) 

You will have noticed that I chose diflerent base widths for my rectangles 
on Figure 63. This is merely a matter of 'striving for adequate performance 
whilst avoiding unnecessary details', a dictum which might weU be taken 
as a general statement of the engineering approach to problem solving. If 
part of the curve is gradual and regular (large radius of curvature), then 
the height of the rectangle is easily found by eye and the base width may be 
quite large. If the curve is complex and irregular (small radius of 
curvature), the base width must be made smaller for adequate matching of 
the rectangle to the curve (Figure 64). 

Figure 64 

Example 4 

The angular velocity curve for the rocker of a four-bar linkage is shown in 
figure 65. Plot the angular displacement curve. What is the angle of 
oscillation of the rocker? 

Figure 65 Angulor wlociry nrrw for rocker 

solullon 
The displacement curve is shown in Figure 66, plotted from Table 4. 



l 
Figure 66 Angular displacement curve for rocker 

Table 4 

6 t  W O = o x S t  
Interual seconds rad S - '  rad T o t a l  Olrad 

Note: The scale on Figure 65 may not be precise. Curves and values arc subject to 
measurin& scaling and drawing errors. 

The angle of oscillation of the rocker (maximum angular displacement) is 
1.44 radians. 

Figure 67 shows the linear velocity curve for the slider of a slider-crank 
mechanism. What is the stroke of the slider? 

Hint:  It is only necessary to plot the displacement curve for one half cycle 
of the mechanism, i.e. one stroke of the slider. 

Figure 67 Linear velocity curve for slider of slider-crank mechunism 



We saw that velocity is just the time rate of change of position. In the same 
vein, acceleration is the time rate of change of velocity. Acceleration is acdawk 
more difficult to visualize and predict than velocity, although we use the 
term loosely when we talk of the 'accelerator' pedal on a car. Pressing your 
foot down on the pedal will generally causc the car to speed up, but it is the 
rate of speeding-up which is the measure of the acceleration. The study of 
acceleration is vitally important in preparation for work in dynamics, the 
study of the forces responsible for motion. 

Aaxleration, like velocity, is a vector quantity, and the acceleration of an 
object is an instantaneous value. Note that if either the magnitude or 
direction of velocity, or both, change, then there is an acceleration. 

Initially, it is simpler to deal with constant aaxleration where the velocity 
of an object changes by the same amount in successive equal intervals of 
time (sometimes called uniform acceleration). 

Figure 68 shows velocity-time graphs for constant acceleration. The 
velocity curve is a straight line, whose slope is the acceleration (rate of 
change of velocity). 

In Figure 68(a) for a point moving with constant acceleration in a straight 
line, the change of linear velocity 6v in time 6t  is 

60 a = -  
6t 

L I I I 
St! 6t2 St, time 

(a) Ib) 
Figure 68 Velocity-time graphs for constant acceleration 

The symbol a will be used to denote linear acceleration. The units of linear Bra aseIbnh 
acceleration are metres per second per second, sometimes called metres 
per second squared (m S-'). 

In Figure 68(b) for a line rotating with constant acceleration the change of 
angular velocity 6 0  in time t ,  gives: 

The symbol a (alpha) will be used to denote angular acceleration. The units m p k t  
of angular acceleration are radians per second per second, sometimes 
called radians per second squared (rad S-' or just s - ~ ) .  



Erample S 

A train has an approximately constant Linear acceleration of 0.5 m sC2 
measured along a straight track. If the instantaneous linear velocity 
is measured along the track as 10m S-', what is the linear velocity 
30 seconds later? 

golullon 
The change in velocity Au after 30 seconds is given by 

Av=axt=0 .5x30=15rns- '  

along the track. Thus the velocity after 30 seconds v, is 15 m S-' greater 
than the initial velocity vo.  

v~=vo+Au=10+15=25ms-1  

along the track. 

If we want to find the magnitude of instantaneous acceleration, we follow 
the same pictorial explanation as was used for finding instantaneous 
velocities. Figure 69 shows part of a linear velocity curve for a body. 
Consider a small velocity change Sv occurring in a small time interval St. 
As 6 t  approaches zero, the instantaneous Linear acceleration at A will be 
given by: 

a = -  *' as St approaches zero 
St 

m -  dv in calculus terms 
dt 

= slope of the linear velocity curve at A. 

I I 1 
t t + &l time. t 

Similarly the magnitude of instantaneous angular acceleration 

60 a=-  
St 

as St approaches zero 

do 
=- 

d t  
in calculus terms 

=slope of the angular velocity curve. 



Let us return, by way of illustration, to the velocity curve (Figure 70) for 
the slider E of the quick-return mechanism. 

Figwe 70 Linear uelocity ~ o c  for slider W 

Q m k  Where does the slider achieve its peak linear acceleration? 

AMWCT: Close to point X during the quick-return stroke. 

Question: At what points is the linear acceleration zero? 

Awwer: At P and W, where the Smear velocity is at peak values. 

We can measure the magnitude of linear acceleration of the slider during 
its motion by graphical differentiation of the velocity curve. Figure 71 
shows the construction for finding the dope at point R on (he velocity 
curve, that is, 

Figure 71 Linear uelocity ewoc for slider 

The slopes at all the marked points on Figure 71 have been measured and 
plotted as an acceleration curve for the slider as shown in Figure 72. 



You will notice that the acceleration curre chaws  a b ~ p t l y  from pobt Y 
to point X each side of point W (peak velocity on quick-return stroke), 
Although it is rare for pointts or link# in a mwhanism to undergo abrupt 
changes in displaoement or velocity, it is fairly common for their ao- 
~elerations to undergo large c h a n ~ ~ .  For example, when 'slowing' a eat 
down, the driver releases the accelerator pe&l and presses down the brake 
pedal. An acceleration is suddenly replaced hy a deocl6ration (i.e. a sharp 
change in acceleration), although the slowi~@ down of the car is relatively 
gradual. Change of aocrrleration with time is dalled jerk, which has units of 
m s-3 (mew@ per second cubed). When drawing awleration curves, it is 
important to be on the look-out for thme abrupt changes. 

Oiven the acceleratron curve, W could generate the wlocity curve by 
paphieit1 intqration, that is, the change in linear velocity &er time r is 
given by 

U - a 8t as &c approaches zero 

=p a dt in calculus terms 
0 

=area under the linear acceleration cum up to time T 

or for angular velocity 

o = Z a st iisdxr approaches zero - 6' a d t  in calculus terms 

= area under the angular a d e m t b n  curve up to time 7. 



4.9 Motlon curves 
A complete record of the motion of a point or link on a mechanism for its 
entire cycle will consist of four graphs: a displacement curve, a velocity 
curve, an accekration curve and a jerk curve. In this Unit we shall 
concentrate on the first three. The time axis in each case will extend for the 
time required for one revolution of the driving crank. 

Figure 73 (over page) shows the set of motion curves for the slider on our 
quick-return mechanism. The curves make it easy to sa where the peak 
velocity and acceleration points occur. These critical points can then be 
investigated further by techniques to be examined in later Units. In 
general, mechanisms with the smoothest acceleration curves will operate 
with the least stress, wear, noise and vibration. Hence motion curves are 
useful in selecting one of several proposed mechanisms for a particular 
purpose. Any one of the curves can be used as the basis for developing the 
other two by graphical differentiation and integration. The following 
general procedure summarizes the approach we have adopted in this Unit 

U it is desired to follow the motion of a point that does not follow a 
straight-lie path, it will be ncccsaary to draw two displacement curves, 
one for the X component of its displacement and one for the Y component 
of its displacement (Section 2). Both of these curves may then be 
graphidly difknntiated to find the X and Y components of the velocities 
and accelcrations over the cycle of the mechanism 

As a final revision exercise for the Unit, we shall work through an analysis 
of a linkage mechanism to the point of developing the motion curves. 

Rgun 74 shows a diagram of a Scotch yoke mechanism, which you have 
met before in Unit I. It consists of a slotted yoke restrained in vertical 
bearings to translate up and down. The yoke is driven by a crank in 
rotation about a furcd shaft A, on which is attached a block  sliding in the 

F,pe ,, yoke slot in Y. 

SA0 17 
(a) Draw the line diagram for the mechanism and check the number of 

degrees of freedom. 
(b) In Figure 74, the crank AC = 8 mm. Determine and tabulate the linear 

displacement of the yoke Y for 18" intervals of crank angular 
displacement (anticlockwise) for the first 90' of crank angular die  
placement (quarter cycle). Start with the yoke in its highest position. 

(C) The crank AC rotates at a constant angular velocity of 1 rad S-'>. 

Draw the linear displacement-time curve for the yoke for the first 
quarter-cycle. 



F w e  73 Complete mollon cwws fw xlider of quick-relwrn mechanism 
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The linear acceleration of the yoke during the first quarter-cycle is 
tabulated in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Crank angular Linear acceleration of Y 
displacenaent/degrees m s F 2  

SA0 18 
Plot the acceleration curve for the yoke for the firat quarter-cycle and 
integrate the curve to find the linear velocity of the yoke at 1.0 seconds. 
Compare your answer to that obtained by graphically differentiating the 
displacement m e  at 1.0 seconds. 

From the l i t  of statements given below, decide which are true and which 
are MW. 
1 The velocity of a body is the time rate of change of its position. 
2 The linear velocity ofa point is equal to its linear displacement divided 

by the time for the displacement. 
3 The velocity of a point (or link) at any instant is given by the slope of 

the displacement curve at that instant. 
4 The area under an acceleration curve for a body over an interval of 

time gives the change in velocity of the body over the time interval. 
5 Graphical dilferentiation can be uscd to find the displacement of a 

body from the velocity curve. 
6 Graphical integration can be uscd to find the velocity of a body from 

the acceleration cwve. 
7 The angular acceleration of a Linc at any instant is the slope of the 

angular velocity curve at that instant. 
8 Motion CUNCS show the vector quantities: displacement, velocity and 

acceleration. 

Motion curves are graphs of the displaamenf velocity and acceleration of 
particular points or links for a wmpktc cycle of a mechanism. 

Any one curve can be used to develop tbe others by the techniques of 
graphical dilkentiation and inkgation. 

1, 3,4,6,7,8, true, provided due account is taken of directions. 
2 The linear displacement of a point divided by the time for its 

displacement gives an average linear velocity over the time interval. 
The instantaneous linear velocity is the ratio 6s/6t as 6t  approaches 
m o .  

5 Graphical dilkmtiation can k uscd to find the wIocity of a body 
from its dbpiacmmt  curve. 



Glossary 

Text 
reference 

Acceleration 
Acceleration curve 

Angular acaleration 
Angular velocity 
Component vectors 
Displacement curve 

Frame of reference 

Graphical differentiation 

Graphical integration 

Inclination 

Linear acceleration 
Linear velocity 
Magnitude 
Origin 
Polar co-ordinates 

Position co-ordinates 

Position diagram 

Rectangular components 
Rectangular co-ordinates 

Resultant vector 
Sense 
Stroke 
Time ratio 

Vector 
Vector addition 
Velocity 
Velocity curve 

The time rate of change of velocity 
The plot of the acceleration of a point or link on a mechanism 
during its motion 
The time rate of change of the angular velocity of a line 
The time rate of change of the angular position of a line 
Group of vectors which sum to a single resultant uector 
The plot of the displacement of a point or a link on a 
mechanism during its motion 
A set of reference axes for defining the position of a point or 
line 
Process of finding a rate of change by measuring the slope of a 
curve 
Process of finding an integral by measuring the area under a 
curve 
The angle of a line or uector measured anticlockwise from a 
reference line 
The time rate of change of the linear velocity of a point 
The time rate of change of the position of a point 
The size of a vector 
The point of intersection of a pair of co-ordinate axes 
Set of position co-ordinates for a point, defined by distance r 
and direction 0 from the co-ordinate axes 
Numbers which define the position of a point or line within a 
frame of reference 
Scaled drawing of the location within a jiame of reference of a 
mechanism in one or more configurations 
Two component vectors aligned at right angles to one another 
Set of position co-ordinates for a point, defined by the distances 
X and y measured along the X and Y axes, respectively 
The single vector which is the sum of a group of vectors 
Characterizes the two possible directions along a straight line 
Distance between slider positions at the two ends of its travel 
Ratio of angular displacements of input crank for forward and 
return motions of output rocker or slider 
A quantity with both magnitude and direction 
Technique of adding vectors by geometrical construction 
The time rate of change of position 
The plot of the velocity of a point or link on a mechanism 
during its motion 



Answers to Self-Assessment Questions 
SA0 3 
From Figure 9, the rectangular coordinates of point Q 
are given by 

If the origin were shilted to T, the X w-ordinate would 
change by the amount the origin was diplaad, i.e. 

X,= -30-330= -360 

yo = + 52 (unchanged) 
] Q(-m, ,  

S A 0  4 
From Figure 11 - 

(a) From Figure 75, the rectangular CO-ordinatea of point 
P are given by: R, R, = 39 mm = 0.78 m (scaled) 

X.= -500coll6O0= -250 R,R, = 30 mm = 0.6 m (scaled) 
-~ ~ 

Y, = + 500 sin 60' = +433 

written as (-250, +433). 

R,  R, = 63 mm = 1.26 m (scaled) 

The sum R, R, + R,R, is grcater than R I  R, because the 
points R,, R, and R, form the vertices of a triangle, for 
which the sum of the lengths of any two sides must 
always be greater than the length of the third side. + SA0 5 

(1 (a) Figure 77 shows my graphical construction of the 
vector polygon. 

-6 
The resultant vector is (7.6m. 105°\). The vectors can be 
added in any order to give the same resultant. 

(b) Figure 78 shows the two position vectors F, and F, 
Figure 76 drawn from a common origin. 

(b) Figure 76 shows a sketch of lines OP and OQ. The The linear displaament vector i is (214 mm. 97" h). 
inclinations B, and B, are given by: 

Notia that the linear displaament vector is from F, to 
0, - tan-, ( * ) -6y  F,. 

180- 8, =tan-' ( f )  - 11' 

or Y A  F, 

8, = 169' 

Hence the angle between OQ and OP is 

8, -8, = 169'-63'- 106". I; :-_I- (10 

to7 

S A 0  2 
B(P 

97- 

From Figure 8: p X 
For line BC 13(P 
Position of point B is ( + l, + 2). 
Inclination of line BC is 18" 

For line DE 10" 
70 

Position of point D is ( - 3, + 3). Figure 77 Not drawn to scale 
Inclination of line DE is 148'. (magnitudes in mm) 

8 
- 
r2 

Figure 78 Not drawn to scale 
(magnitudes in mm) 



SA0 8 
Figure 79 shows the completed position diagram for the 
car suspension linkage, and the trace of the path of 
point T. 

path Of T 

Figure 79 

SA0 7 
The first step is to draw the position diagram for the 
mechanism (see Figure 80). 

(a) Choose an origin and axes. 

I have chosen an origin on the part of fixed link on (d) Locate the position of the slider for each 30' interval 
which thc slider mow, with the Y-axis through the crank of aank angular diilaamcnt (wnfigurations 
axle A. I to 12). 

(h) Choose a scak (here 10 mm : 0.05 m). The next step is to measure the linear diiurancnt of the 
slider and plot the displacement curve. Table 6 s h w  my 

(c) The 'label' for the wnfigurations will be the angular The are plotted in 
displacement of thc crank AB from an initial position 
(1) where the slider is in its extreme right-hand The slider stroke is 210 mm (0.21 m) and the time ratio of 
position. forward to return strokes is (190"/170°). 

Figure 80 Position diagram (power hacksaw) 
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Crank angular 
d i r p l a ~ e m e n t / m  0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 MO 330 360 

SA0 8 
The W o n  arc sketched in Figure 83 

(a) A,-32wsW-20.6mm+ 

A,-32unW-24.5mmf 

(b) B,-0.5cw3(p-OA3m- 

B, - 0.5 sin W - 0.25 m l 
(c) C.-6~0122~-5.6km- 

C,-6lin2T-2.25km1 

crank angular dis!ApllE.rnent/d~nea 

Figure 81 Displacement curoe 

M O  8 
Your solution should look l i e  Figure 8 2  Fira tbe 
rectangular ua are s u ~ p w c d  on the origin of 
vector 2. The mtangular components are wnnmacd 
by projecting the vector on to the Xsxis. Then the X 
component of the e r  A. = 21 mm - 21 m (scald) and - 
the Ycomponmt ofthevcctorA,=45mm-4.5m C 

(&l. Figure 83 

Figure 84 (over page) shows a number of pwibilitia for 
fin-link rslcmblia, togetha with the number ofdcgrccd 
of freedom associated with them. Note that none of than 
satisfiea the condition for a cowtrained mechanism. Either 
they are 'floppy' unwnstrained kinematic chains what  
the motion of one movable link is independent of the 
motion of any other link, or they am stiuctum 
(determinate and indeterminate). 

Figure 85 ( o m  page) shows the exploded d i i a m s  for 
the kinematic chains of Figure 43. The numbcn of links 
and pain are piven in Table 7. 

Reference No. of No, of No. of degrees 
llnkr n udrs i offieedom F 



F = O  

Figure 84 Some examples o/fialink crrsemblies 

Mechanism (a) is that used in a V-engine; (d) is used for 
varying the angle of an oscillating motion; (f) is used for 
generating an exact straight line or an arc of large radius 
at the pin on the extreme right of the mechanism. 



Figure 86 shows the l i  diagram for the loft ladder 
mechanism. The number of links n - 6. The number of 
pain j = 7. Hena 

F-(3x6)-(2x7)-3-1. 

The wnctituent four-link chliaa are a slider-k 
(odhtiug cylinder invmion) formed by Lmlu l, 23 .4  
and a lecond slider-crank (quick-return invmion) fonned 
by links 1. 6. 5. 3. 

Figure 86 

Referring to Figure 51: 

(a) A, B and D have a conatant lincar velocity since the 
linear d i s p l ~ t - t i m e  graphs ur straight h. 

(b) The graph for A has a larger nlop than for B. A has. 
therefore. a higher lineer velocity. 

(C) The slope of the c u m  for C Pfter 5 seconds becomo 
m, indicating that it has eaamd moving. 

(d) The negative s lop  of the graph for D indicata that 
it is travellins in the opposite direction to A and B. 

(e) The graph for E indicates that it initially travels in 
the same direction as D but later revell01 its 
direction to travel h the sum d k d o n  as A and B. 
Point P is the instant at which it revcrew its motion. 
Itq l i a r  velocity h zsro at this point. 

SA0 l4 
Fipre 87 shows my wmtmction of the tangent at 
point N on the displrammt cum. 

The linear velocity of the slider at N 

Figure 88 



SA0 15 
The following pain of curves mateh: 

Diplaormmt curve (a) - velocity curve (d) 

Displacement curve (c) - velocity curvc (I) 

Displacement curve (e) - velocity curve (b) 

SA0 16 
Figure 88 (previous page) shows my construction for 
calculating the a m  under the velocity c u m  for thc 6rst 
half of the cycle. This a m  will he the stroke of the slidcr. 

Total area = (0.012 X 0.75) + (0.027 X 0.75) 

You may have chosen dillermt time intervals. The 
accuracy of the technique will depend on the number of 
tk intervals chosen. 

SA0 17 

(a) Figure 89 shows the line diagram for the Scotch 
yoke. Number of links 4, number of pairs 4, number 
of degras of freedom 

F=(4x3) - (4x2) -3= l  

(b) Figure 90 shows the position diagram for the 6n1 
quarter-cycle. The rcsults are given in Table 8. 

Tabk 8 

Crank angular 
displacement Wnear 

disp1acement Time/ 
d-s radians of y / m  sceonrls 

0 0 0 0 
18 0.3 1 0.4 0.31 
36 0.63 1.5 0.63 
54 0.94 3.3 0.94 
72 1.26 5.5 1.26 
90 1.57 8.0 1 .S7 

(C) The linear displacement curve of Y for the first 
quarta-cyde is plotted in Figure 91 &er calculating 
tbe time to each crank position as shown in Tabk 8. 

SA0 18 
The linear acceleration curve of Y for the first quarter- 
cyde is plotted in Figure 92. The area under the curve up 
to 1 rccond is measured as 6.77 mm S-'. The slope of the 
linear displacement curve at I second is measured as 
6.1 mm S-'. 

Figure 89 

scale 1 mm : 2 mm 
X'mm t 

H 
crank angular dhplacemant W I 

Figwe 91 

Figure 90 
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Appendix 1: The direction of an 
angular veloci~ 

Clockwin rotation 

Two observers standing on either side of a spinning wheel will give 
opposite interpretations of the way in which the wheel is rotating. If the 

Direction angular motion of 
wheel rotates clockwise for one observer, it will rotate anticlockwise for 
the second observer. Is there a way to define unambiguously the direction 
of rotation? 

One way of seeing the direction of rotation is to use the 'right-hand screw' 
d e .  Imagine you are driving a screw into a wall with a screwdriver. As the 
screw rotates clockwise, it moves into the wall. If the screw were rotating 
anticlockwise it would come out of the wall. The direction of the rotation 
then is normal to the plane of rotation (normal to the wall) and with a 
sense depending on whether the screw is being rotated clockwise or 
anticlockwise. Figure 93 shows this convention for the direction of angular 
motion. 

Although angular velocity and angular acaleration are vector quantities - 
that is they have a magnitude and a direction - we shall not be using the 
& i o n  of angular motion as described above in this course. For all the 
engineering examples involving angular motion which we will encounter 
in the course, it will be sufficient merely to state the magnitude of the 
angular velocity or acceleration and indicate whether it is clockwise or 
anticlockwise from the point of view of the reader looking at the paper. 

Appendix 2: Drawing a tangent to a 
curve 
The following simple technique may be used to draw tangents and normals 
to a curve. A mirror or any polished surface is placed perpendicular to the 
drawn curve at the required point P, as shown in Figure 94. The mirror is 
s h i i d  so that the image of the curve lines up exactly with the drawn curve 
at point P. The mirror is now aligned 'normal' to the curve at P. The 
tangent is then drawn at right angles to the normal at the point where it 
intersects the curve. 

imaw gii8had aurfaw 

normal 

Figure 94 Mechanical aid to drawing a tangent 
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Figure 93 
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acceleration curve 
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angular velocity 
assembly 
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screw pair 
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